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The two interferometers of the Laser Interferometry Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) recently
detected gravitational waves from the mergers of binary black hole systems. Accurate calibration of
the output of these detectors was crucial for the observation of these events and the extraction of
parameters of the sources. The principal tools used to calibrate the responses of the second-generation
(Advanced) LIGO detectors to gravitational waves are systems based on radiation pressure and
referred to as photon calibrators. These systems, which were completely redesigned for Advanced
LIGO, include several significant upgrades that enable them to meet the calibration requirements
of second-generation gravitational wave detectors in the new era of gravitational-wave astronomy.
We report on the design, implementation, and operation of these Advanced LIGO
photon calibrators
√
that are currently providing fiducial displacements on the order of 10−18 m/ Hz with accuracy and
precision of better than 1%. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4967303]

I. INTRODUCTION

On September 14, 2015, 100 years after the first prediction of the existence of gravitational waves, the Advanced
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO)
detected the gravitational-wave signals emitted by the merger
of a binary black hole system, GW150914.1 Additional signals
have been detected since then.2,3 These observations have
initiated the era of gravitational wave astronomy. Accurately
reconstructing the gravitational wave signals requires precise
and accurate calibration of the responses of the detectors
to variations in the relative lengths of the 4-km-long interferometer arms.4 Extracting the parameters of the events
that generated the waves also imposes stringent requirements
on detector calibration.5 The estimated required calibration
accuracy for LIGO’s initial detection phase was on the
order of 5%, while the requirements for making precision
measurements of source parameters are on the order of 0.5%.6
The Advanced LIGO detectors located in Richland, Washington and Livingston, Louisiana are variants of Michelson
laser interferometers with enhancements aimed at increasing
their sensitivity to differential length variations, which are
a)Electronic mail: skarki@uoregon.edu.
b)Electronic mail: richard.savage@ligo.org

the signature of passing gravitational waves.7 These enhancements include 4-km-long Fabry-Perot resonators in the arms,
power recycling, and resonant sideband extraction.8 The
displacement sensitivities during the GW150914 event and
the Advanced LIGO design sensitivity are√shown in Fig. 1.9
The peak sensitivity of about 3 × 10−20 m/ Hz was achieved
for differential length variations at frequencies near 200 Hz.
To achieve this level of displacement-equivalent background
noise, isolation of the arm cavity mirrors (serving as test
masses for gravitational waves) from ground motion requires
sophisticated vibration isolation systems.10 The 40 kg mirrors
are suspended from cascaded quadruple pendulums and
controlled by contact-free electrostatic actuators.11 Calibration
of the differential length responses of the interferometers
requires inducing fiducial
√ periodic length variations at the
level of 10−15–10−18 m/ Hz over a range of frequencies from
a few hertz to several kHz.
Photon calibrators (Pcals) are the primary calibration
tool for the Advanced LIGO detectors. Earlier versions have
been tested on various interferometers,12–14 and they have
evolved significantly within LIGO over the past ten years.15
These systems operate during observing periods, providing
continuous calibration information while the detectors are in
their most sensitive configuration—a distinct advantage over
other calibration techniques.16
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FIG. 1. Relative displacement sensitivity of the Hanford (red) and Livingston
(blue) interferometers in September 2015. The black curve is the design
sensitivity. The sharp features in the spectra are from calibration lines (37 Hz,
332 Hz, 1.1 kHz), AC power lines (60 Hz and harmonics), and mirror
suspension fiber violin-mode resonances (500 Hz and harmonics).

Pcals rely on photon radiation pressure from auxiliary,
power-modulated laser beams reflecting from a test mass to
apply periodic forces via the recoil of photons. The periodic
force on the mirror, directly proportional to the amplitude
of the laser power modulation, results in modulation of the
position of the mirror and therefore the length of the arm
cavity. Measuring the modulated laser power reflecting from
the mirror with the required accuracy is one of the principal
challenges for Pcal systems.
The fiducial length modulation, x( f ), induced by modulated Pcal power, P( f ), is given by15


2 cos θ
M
x( f ) =
1 + (⃗a · ⃗b) S( f ) P( f ),
(1)
c
I
where θ is the angle of incidence of the Pcal beams on the test
mass surface, c is the speed of light, M is the mass of the mirror,
I is its rotational moment of inertia, a⃗ and ⃗b are displacement
vectors from the center of the test mass for the Pcal center of
force and the interferometer beam, respectively, and S( f ) is the
force-to-length transfer function of the suspended test mass.
For Advanced LIGO mirror suspensions at frequencies above
20 Hz, S( f ) is well approximated by the free-mass response,
S( f ) ≈ −1/[M(2π f )2].4 The term (⃗a · ⃗b)M/I accounts for

unintended effective length changes resulting from the rotation
of the test mass induced by applied Pcal forces.
These Pcal forces can also induce both local17 and bulk18
elastic deformations of the test mass, compromising the
accuracy of the calibration. To minimize the impact of these
deformations, the photon calibrators use two beams displaced
symmetrically from the center of the face of the mirror and
precisely positioned to reduce the excitation of the natural
vibrational modes of the mirror substrate.
Furthermore, because the Pcal forces are applied directly
to the test masses, minimizing the introduction of displacement noise at frequencies other than the intended modulation
frequencies is critical. The Pcals employ feedback control
loops that ensure that the modulated power output matches the
requested waveform, reducing the free-running relative power
noise of the laser as well as harmonics of the modulation.
Four Advanced LIGO Pcal systems have been installed
and are operating continuously, two at each LIGO observatory,
one for each test mass at the ends of the interferometer arms.
They are providing the required fiducial displacements with
accuracy of better than one percent.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
in Sec. II, we give a detailed description of the instrument
hardware and its capabilities; in Sec. III, absolute calibration of
the laser power sensors is described; in Sec. IV, uncertainties
associated with Pcal-induced displacements are described; in
Sec. V, we discuss how Pcals are used in Advanced LIGO
detectors to obtain the required calibration accuracy. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

Using the Advanced LIGO Pcals as the primary calibration tool increases demands for reliability and system
performance. To improve reliability, two Pcal systems are
installed on each Advanced LIGO interferometer. One Pcal
system is sufficient for simultaneously injecting the several
required displacement modulations at different frequencies
(this is discussed in more detail in Sec. V). The other system
serves as a backup and can be used to inject simulated
gravitational-wave signals to test detection pipelines.19
A schematic diagram of an Advanced LIGO Pcal system
is shown in Fig. 2. The transmitter and receiver modules, which

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of an Advanced LIGO photon calibrator in plan view (left). The transmitter module contains the laser, power modulator, and beam
conditioning optics. The in-vacuum periscope structure relays the input beams to avoid occlusion by the stray-light baffling and to impinge on the end test mass
at the desired locations. It also relays the reflected beams to a power sensor mounted inside the receiver module. Schematic diagram of beams impinging on
a suspended test mass surface (right). The Pcal beams are displaced symmetrically above and below the center of the optic. The main interferometer beam is
nominally centered on the surface.
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FIG. 3. The 1.8 m diameter aluminum periscope structure that supports the
relay mirrors for the two Pcal beams as well as the large, rectangular relay
optics for the beam localization camera system. In this photo, it is mounted
on a cradle used to pre-align the optics before the structure is inserted into the
vacuum envelope. When installed, it is supported by four flexures that were
designed to maintain the orientation of the structure even as the diameter of
the vacuum envelope changes between the vented and evacuated states.

are described in detail in Sec. II A, are located outside the
vacuum envelope. The two beams from the transmitter module
enter the vacuum enclosure through optical-quality, superpolished windows with low-loss ion beam sputtered antireflection coatings. The specified transmissivity is greater than
99.6%. These windows are an important element of the photon
calibrators because optical losses are a significant component
of the overall system uncertainty, as will be discussed in
Sec. IV. Each of the horizontally displaced input beams is
relayed by mirrors mounted on a periscope structure (see
Fig. 3) located inside the vacuum envelope to reduce the angle
of incidence on the end test mass and thus avoid occlusion by
stray light baffles. The beams from the in-vacuum periscope
impinge on the test mass at 8.75◦, displaced vertically by
approximately 111.6 mm above and below the center of the
mirror (see Fig. 2).
The power reflectivity of the end test mass, measured in
situ with the Pcal beams, is 0.9979 ± 0.0010.20 The reflected
beams are relayed by a second set of mirrors mounted on the
in-vacuum periscope structure and exit the vacuum enclosure
through an identical vacuum window. These beams enter the
receiver module and are directed by a pair of mirrors to a power
sensor mounted inside the receiver module. Capturing the light
reflected from the test mass is an important upgrade because it
enables tracking changes in the overall optical efficiency of the
Pcal system. Furthermore, it enables the measurement of the
full power, rather than just a sample of the power that is subject
to changes in the reflectivity of the beam sampling optic.
Reducing calibration uncertainties requires higher signalto-noise ratios (SNRs) for the fiducial length modulations,
which requires increased laser power and thus Advanced
LIGO Pcals have 2-W lasers, four times the initial LIGO
laser power. However, because they operate continuously at
high SNR levels during observation runs, broadband laser
power noise as well as harmonics of the injected modulations
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resulting from non-linearities in the modulation process must
be minimized. To meet the Advanced LIGO requirement that
unwanted noise injected by the Pcals be at least a factor of
ten below the noise floor of the detector,21 a high-bandwidth
feedback control servo known as the Optical Follower Servo
(OFS) has been implemented.22 The features and performance
of this servo are described in detail in Sec. II B.
Another important aspect of the performance of the Pcal
systems is the locations of the Pcal beam spots on the test
mass surface. To minimize calibration errors resulting from
local deformations of the test mass surface that are sensed by
the interferometer beam, the Pcals use two beams with equal
powers and displaced from the center of the mirror surface (the
nominal location for the interferometer beam). To minimize
inducing rotation of the test mass, the two Pcal beams are
displaced symmetrically about the center of the face of the
mirror. To minimize the impact of bulk elastic deformation
of the mirror, the beams are located on the nodal circle of
the drumhead natural vibrational mode. While this minimizes
the deformation of the mirror in the drumhead mode shape, it
efficiently deforms the mirror in the lower-resonant-frequency
butterfly mode shape. However, when the interferometer laser
beam is centered on the mirror, the butterfly mode integrates to
zero over the central circular region. Thus, the errors induced
by the excitation of this mode shape are minimal for small
displacements of the interferometer beam from the center. In
order to determine and adjust the positions of the Pcal beams,
a beam localization camera system has been implemented for
Advanced LIGO. It is described in detail in Sec. II C.
A. Transmitter and receiver modules

The optical layout of the transmitter module is shown in
Fig. 4(a). It houses a 2-W Nd:YLF laser operating at 1047 nm.
The horizontally polarized output beam is focused into an
acousto-optic modulator operating in the Littrow configuration
that diffracts a fraction of the light in response to a control
signal that changes the amplitude of the 80 MHz radiofrequency drive signal. The maximum diffraction efficiency
is approximately 80%. The non-diffracted beam is dumped
and the first-order diffracted beam is directed through an
uncoated wedge beamsplitter oriented near Brewster’s angle
that generates the sample beams used for two photodetectors.
The first sample beam is directed into a 2 in. diameter
integrating sphere with an InGaAs photodetector. This system
monitors the power directed into the vacuum system. The
second sample beam is directed to a similar photodetector
(without the integrating sphere) that is the sensor for the
Optical Follower Servo described in Sec. II B. The beam
transmitted through the wedged beamsplitter is focused to
form a beam waist of approximately 2 mm at the surface
of the test mass. It is then divided into two beams of equal
power, with the beamsplitting ratio tuned by adjusting the
angle of incidence on the beamsplitter. The output beams enter
a separate section of the transmitter housing that is designed
to accommodate the Working Standard (WS) power sensor
used for laser power calibration (see Sec. III) and left-hand or
right-handed configurations for operation on either arm of the
interferometer (see Fig. 4).
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FIG. 5. Measured open-loop (blue) and closed-loop (red) transfer functions
of the optical follower servo. The unity gain frequency is approximately
100 kHz and the phase margin is about 62◦.

B. Optical follower servo

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic diagram of the optical layout of the transmitter module. The first-order diffracted beam from the acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
is directed through an uncoated wedged beamsplitter at Brewster’s angle to
generate the sample beams for the two photodetectors. The transmitted beam
is divided into two beams of equal power and directed toward the test mass
located inside the vacuum envelope. (b) Schematic diagram of the optical
layout of the receiver module. The 4 in. diameter integrating sphere captures
all of the Pcal light reflected from the test mass and transmitted through the
output vacuum window.

The Pcal laser wavelength is close enough to the 1064 nm
wavelength of the interferometer laser to ensure high reflectivity from the test mass mirror coating. The Pcal laser frequency
is sufficiently far from that of the interferometer light
(approximately 5 THz higher) that scattered Pcal light does
not compromise interferometer signals that are demodulated
at 10s of MHz. Furthermore, the relatively large incidence
angles and extremely low bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF) of the test mass surface ensure that scattered
interferometer light does not impact the accuracy of the Pcal
systems.
The receiver module is shown schematically in Fig. 4(b).
The Pcal beams reflected from the test mass and redirected by
the in-vacuum periscope structure enter the receiver module
and are directed by a pair of mirrors to a power sensor.
This sensor is a 4 in. diameter integrating sphere with an
InGaAs photodetector that collects both Pcal beams after
reflection from the test mass and transmission through the
output window.
The ratio of the power measured at the receiver module
to that measured at the transmitter module gives the overall
optical efficiency. It is typically about 98.5%.23 Using this optical efficiency, the power measured with either the transmitter
or receiver photodiodes can be used to estimate the amount
of laser power driving the test mass. Sec. III describes the
absolute calibration process for these power sensors.

The open and closed loop transfer functions of the Pcal
optical follower servo are shown in Fig. 5. The unity gain
frequency is approximately 100 kHz, with 62◦ of phase
margin. At 5 kHz, the discrepancy between the requested and
delivered sinusoidal waveforms is less than 0.005 dB (0.06%)
and the phase lag is approximately 0.6◦.
This servo actuates the diffracted light level to ensure that
the output of the OFS photodetector (see Fig. 4) matches the
requested modulation waveform. It thus suppresses inherent
laser power noise (see Fig. 7) as well as harmonics (see
Fig. 8) of the requested periodic modulations that result
from nonlinearity in the acousto-optic modulation process.
It enables operating with larger modulation depth without
compromising performance, increasing actuation range by
more effectively utilizing the available laser power. Fig. 6
shows the waveform measured by the OFS photodetector
(red trace) with the servo loop operating and modulating the

FIG. 6. Optical follower servo signals with the loop closed and modulating
at 95% of the maximum diffracted laser power. The black trace (under the
red trace) is the requested waveform. The red trace is the delivered waveform
measured by the OFS photodetector. The blue trace is the actuation signal
(× 4) sent to the AOM driver.
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FIG. 7. Free running Relative Power Noise (RPN) of the Pcal laser (red)
and the OFS suppressed RPN (blue). The suppressed RPN meets Advanced
LIGO requirements (black).

maximum diffracted laser power by 96% peak-to-peak. The
black trace (under the red trace) is the requested waveform and
the blue trace is the actuation signal, multiplied by a factor of
4 for better visualization, sent to the acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) driver.
Fig. 7 shows the free-running (in red) and OFSsuppressed (in blue) relative power noise (RPN) of the Pcal
laser light. The suppressed power noise is below the Advanced
LIGO noise requirements at all frequencies. Fig. 8 shows the
suppression of modulation harmonics relative to the carrier
as detected by the outside-the-loop transmitted light power
sensor for a requested sinusoidal waveform at 100 Hz and
95% of the maximum modulation depth. The harmonics are
well below the Advanced LIGO requirement, plotted in black.
Furthermore, the modulated power required to achieve an SNR
of 100 at 100 Hz is a factor of about 20 less than the maximum
modulation and the sideband amplitudes are much lower for
lower modulation amplitudes.
By injecting a constant-amplitude waveform into the
optical follower servo, the stability of the Pcal system can
be evaluated by monitoring the amplitude of the laser power
modulation measured using the power sensor in the receiver

FIG. 9. Trend of the normalized amplitude of the power modulation measured by the power sensor in the receiver module. The amplitudes are calculated using Fourier transforms with 60 s integration intervals.

module. Fig. 9 shows the amplitude of the modulation
plotted over a sixty day period. The peak-to-peak variation
is approximately 0.1%.
C. Beam localization system

In 2009, responding to the predictions of Hild et al.,17
Goetz et al. demonstrated16 that Pcal errors could be as large as
50% due to the local deformation of the test mass surface. This
led to dividing the Pcal laser into two beams and positioning
them away from the center of the mirror surface. Induced
rotation of the mirror is minimized by maintaining the center
of force for the Pcal beams as close as possible to the center
of the mirror surface. The location of the Pcal center of force,
a⃗ , depends on the beam positions and the ratio of powers in
the individual Pcal beams. It is given by
a⃗ =

β a⃗1 + a⃗2
,
β+1

(2)

where a⃗1 and a⃗2 are the displacement vectors of the two Pcal
beams about the center of the mirror face and β = P1/P2 is the
ratio of beam powers.15 Calibration uncertainties introduced
by unwanted rotation can also be minimized by maintaining
the position of the main interferometer beam close to the center
of the optic. Both displacements enter Eq. (1) via the dot
product in the term in square brackets.
In 2009, Daveloza et al. published the results of finite
element modeling that showed that bulk elastic deformation
resulting from Pcal forces can compromise the calibration,
especially at frequencies above 1 kHz.18 Their results for
the Advanced LIGO test masses indicated that if the Pcal
and interferometer beams are at their optimal locations, the
induced calibration errors would be less than 1% at frequencies
below 4.3 kHz. However, for significant offsets of the Pcal
beams from their ideal locations, these errors would increase
dramatically at frequencies above ∼1 kHz.
This analysis was recently repeated with additional Pcal
beam configurations and the results, consistent with the results
of Daveloza et al., are plotted in Fig. 10. Bulk elastic
deformation induced by Pcal beams that are offset from their
ideal locations causes the motion of the mirror surface, as
sensed by the interferometer beam, to differ from that of the

FIG. 8. Suppressed modulation harmonics relative to the carrier. The 100 Hz
modulation is at 95% of the maximum diffracted power. All harmonics are
well below the Advanced LIGO noise requirements (dashed line).
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FIG. 10. Calibration errors resulting from the bulk elastic deformation of the
test mass induced by calibration forces. Results of finite element analysis
using COMSOL Multiphysics® for Pcal beams displaced symmetrically
away from (solid lines) and toward (dashed lines) the center of the test mass
from their ideal locations. The data are the ratio of the motion of the surface,
as sensed by the main interferometer beam that has a Gaussian spatial profile,
divided by the center of mass motion.

center of mass given by Eq. (1). For Pcal beams displaced
by 9 mm from their optimal locations, the induced calibration
errors are approximately 20% at 5 kHz, as shown in Fig. 10.
To determine the Pcal spot-positions, the Advanced
LIGO Pcals use beam localization systems consisting of
a high-resolution (6000 × 4000 pixels), single lens reflex
digital camera (Nikon D7100) with the internal infrared
filter removed, a telephoto lens, and remotely controlled via
an ethernet interface. The camera systems are mounted on
separate vacuum ports and use relay mirrors mounted on the
same Pcal in-vacuum periscope structure to acquire images
of the test mass surfaces such as the one shown in Fig. 11.
Points along the vertical flats on the sides of the mirror for
attachment of the suspension fibers are used to orient the
images azimuthally. Then, points along the edge of the mirror
surface together with the well-defined angle of view and the
dimensions of the mirror blank are used to fit the appropriate
ellipse to the image and identify the coordinates of the center
of the mirror (in pixel space). Pcal beam spot positions are
determined by observing the scattered light from the Pcal
beams in camera images. This information is used to direct
the Pcal beams to their optimal locations, above and below the
center of the optic, using the mirror mounts in the transmitter
modules.

FIG. 11. Image of an end test mass from a Pcal beam localization camera
system. The right side is occluded by the stray-light baffling. The mirrors
have flats on the sides for attachment of the suspension fibers. These flats
are oriented vertically and are used to determine the azimuthal orientation of
the images. The well-defined angle of view along with the dimensions of the
mirror enable the determination of the beam positions on the mirror surface
by identifying points on the edge of the optic (yellow crosses) and fitting
the appropriate ellipse to the points. The system is designed to determine the
optimal positions of the beams on the mirror surface (yellow circles above
and below center) with millimeter accuracy.

A. Calibration standards

Absolute laser power calibration is achieved using a
power sensor referred to as the Gold Standard (GS) that is
calibrated annually at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in Boulder, CO.24 As shown schematically
in Fig. 12(a), the GS calibration is transferred to the power
sensors in the Pcal transmitter and receiver modules installed at
the end stations via identical intermediary transfer standards,
one per interferometer, referred to as Working Standards

III. LASER POWER SENSOR CALIBRATION

The absolute scale of the test mass displacement estimation, and therefore the overall interferometer response,
is set fundamentally by the measurements of laser power
in the transmitter and receiver module photodiodes. In this
section, we describe the propagation of absolute calibration
from a single NIST-traceable Gold Standard (GS) to all
eight photodiodes used thus far in Advanced LIGO (two
per end-station, two end stations per interferometer, two
interferometers).

FIG. 12. (a) Schematic diagram of the chain of the calibration transfer
from NIST to the Pcal laser power sensors. (b) Schematic diagram of the
setup used to transfer the calibration from the Gold Standard to a Working
Standard. Each standard is placed alternately in the path of the reflected (R)
and transmitted (T) beams to determine the ratio of the responsivities.
Reuse of AIP Publishing content is subject to the terms at: https://publishing.aip.org/authors/rights-and-permissions. Download to IP: 216.183.48.98 On: Thu, 01 Dec
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(WSs). The GS and WSs use unbiased InGaAs photodetectors
mounted on 4 in. diameter integrating spheres.
The GS calibration is transferred to the WSs, using the
experimental setup shown schematically in Fig. 12(b). The
GS and a WS are alternately placed in the transmitted (T) and
reflected (R) beams of the beamsplitter and time series of the
detector outputs are recorded. The ratio between time series
recorded simultaneously eliminates laser power variations
and the ratio between the sets of time series eliminates the
beamsplitter ratio, yielding the ratio of the WS responsivity to
that of the GS. These measurements are repeated periodically
in order to track the long term stability of the standards. The
ratio of the Hanford WS to GS responsivities, measured over
a thirteen month interval, is plotted in Fig. 13 (top panel).
During a typical measurement, slow variations in the signals of
approximately 1% peak-peak with periods of tens of seconds
are observed (see Fig. 13, lower panel). These are attributed to
a laser speckle in the integrating spheres.25 Each measurement
is recorded over a 10 min interval and averaged in order to
minimize the impact of laser speckle.
B. End-station calibration

The Working Standard (WS) at each observatory is used
to calibrate the photodetectors inside the Pcal modules at
each end station. The integrating sphere-based power sensors
inside the transmitter and receiver modules are used to
monitor the Pcal light power directed into and transmitted
out of the vacuum envelope. They thus place upper and
lower bounds on the Pcal power reflecting from the end test
mass, with the discrepancy attributed to optical losses in the
vacuum windows, relay mirrors and the test mass itself. In
principle, these losses could be measured and quantified, but
in practice access to the vacuum envelope to make the required
measurements is extremely limited. We thus use the mean of
the incident and reflected power as an estimate of the power

incident on the test mass and expand our uncertainty estimate
to account for the finite optical efficiency (see Sec. IV).
Calibration of the Pcal power sensors proceeds by placing
the WS in the path of one or both Pcal beams, either in
the dedicated power measurement section of the transmitter
module or by removing the receiver power sensor and
replacing it with the WS, and recording the time series of
the power sensor signals. The power measured by the two
sensors, as the power exiting the transmitter module (PT ) and
the power collected at the receiver module(PR ), are thus given
by
)
(
1
VT ,
(3a)
PT =
αT αW ρG
(
)
1
PR =
VR ,
(3b)
α R αW ρG
where αT and α R are the power sensors to WS responsivity
ratios, αW is the WS to GS responsivity ratio, ρG is the GS
responsivity (in V/W) measured at NIST, and VT and VR are
the power sensor readings in volts.
The estimated power at the end test mass, PT and PR ,
in terms of power measured by the transmitter module and
receiver module power sensors are given by
)
(
1+e
PT ,
(4a)
PT =
2
(
)
1+e
PR =
PR ,
(4b)
2e
where e = PR/PT is the end station optical efficiency. The
estimated power at the end test mass using either of the
two power sensors gives the same result (i.e., PT = PR ) and
hence we will only use the power estimated by the receiver
module power sensor, PR = P, for uncertainty calculation in
the Sec. IV below.
The photodetectors that are used for the Pcal power
sensors were designed and fabricated by LIGO with particular
attention given to maintaining a flat response over the band
of frequencies from DC (NIST calibrations and WS/GS
responsivity measurements) up to 5 kHz. They use InGaAs
photodiodes operating in a photovoltaic mode (unbiased).
Photocurrents are kept well below 1 mA. To test the response
of the receiver module power sensor, we temporarily installed
a broadband commercial photodetector (NewFocus model M2033) with an advertised bandwidth of over 200 kHz. Driving
the input to the OFS, we measured the ratio of the responses
of the receiver module power sensor to that of the NewFocus
photodetector. Variations in the normalized ratio were less
than ±0.1% over the frequency range from 10 Hz to 5 kHz.26

IV. UNCERTAINTIES

Several factors contribute to uncertainty in determining
the displacements induced by the Pcals (see Eq. (1)). Laser
power measurement is the most significant contributor to the
overall uncertainty budget. The absolute power calibration
of the Gold Standard, ρG , performed by NIST, has a 1-σ
uncertainty of 0.44% for each measurement.24 Combining
the two most recent NIST measurements relevant for the

FIG. 13. Top: Working Standard over Gold Standard responsivity ratio measured over thirteen months. The maximum variation about the mean value is
±0.3%; the standard deviation of the measurement is 0.14% and the standard
error of the mean from 36 measurements is 0.03%. Bottom: A typical time
series from one of the calibration standards showing the correlated output
variations due to the laser speckle.
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current configuration of the GS, the 1-σ relative uncertainty is
0.51%.24 The 1-σ relative uncertainty in the measured ratio of
the Hanford WS responsivity to that of the GS (αW ), based on
36 measurements made over a 13 month period (see Fig. 13),
is 0.03%.
The subsequent transfer of the WS calibration to the
Pcal power sensors involves six ratio measurements made
with the WS at the end station. From these we determine
the power sensor responsivity ratios, corrected for the Pcal
optical efficiency, to estimate the power incident on the test
mass, αT′ = [2/(1 + e)] αT and α ′R = [2e/(1 + e)] α R . The 1σ relative uncertainty (statistical only) associated with these
measured quantities is typically smaller than 0.05%. However,
as described in Sec. III, to account for the optical loss between
the transmitter module and the receiver module, the power at
the test mass is estimated by averaging the powers measured
at the transmitter (upper limit) and receiver modules (lower
limit). The actual value of the power at the test mass lies
between these upper and lower limits and thus the uncertainty
associated with the optical efficiency is treated as a rectangular
distribution (a Type B uncertainty, see NIST-129727). The 1-σ
relative uncertainty
√ associated with the optical loss, σe/e, is
thus (1 − e)/(2 3).
The overall relative uncertainty in the estimate of the
power that impinges on the test mass, measured by the receiver
module power sensor, is given by
 (
)2 ( σ ′ )2
αR
σP
1 1−e
=
+
P
3 2
α ′R
(5)
(
)
(
) 1
σρG 2 2
σα W 2
+
+
.
αW
ρG
The components of this uncertainty estimate are summarized
in Table I.
Another source of uncertainty is the angle of incidence at
which the Pcal beams impinge on the test mass. The incidence
angle θ, determined from mechanical drawings and tolerances,
is 8.75◦ Maximum deviations of the angle are bounded by the
size of the periscope optics (2 in. diameter) that relay the beams
to the end test mass. The 1-σ (Type B) relative uncertainty in
the cosine of this angle is 0.07%.
For frequencies above the suspension resonances, the
displacement induced by the Pcals is inversely proportional
to the mass of the test mass. The masses were measured
before installation at each observatory using digital scales. The
calibrations of these scales were tested using two 20 kg NISTTABLE I. Uncertainty estimate for the receiver module power sensor calibration in terms of power reflected from the end test mass. The NIST
calibration and the optical efficiency are the most significant contributors to
the uncertainty budget.
Parameter

Relative uncertainty (%)

NIST → GS [ρ G ]
WS/GS [α W ]
Rx/WS [α ′R ]
Optical efficiency [e]

0.51
0.03
0.05
0.37

Laser Power (P)

0.57

FIG. 14. Schematic showing the position of the Pcal and interferometer
⃗ are the Pcal center of force and
beams on the surface of the test mass. a
⃗ and b
interferometer beam spot displacements from the center of the mirror surface.
The beam positions and beam sizes are exaggerated for better illustration.

traceable reference masses. The measured mass determines
the force-to-displacement transfer function, S( f ) in Eq. (1), of
the quadruple pendulum system. The measured mass has an
uncertainty of ±20 g, which contributes to about 0.005%, 1-σ
relative uncertainty.
A potentially significant source of uncertainty is apparent
length changes sensed by the interferometer due to mirror
rotation caused by offsets in the location of the interferometer
and Pcal beams from their optimal positions. As described
in Sec. II C, the Pcal center of force depends on Pcal beam
positions and power imbalance between the beams. Using
a⃗1 = a⃗0 + ∆a⃗1 and a⃗2 = −a⃗0 + ∆a⃗2 as shown in Fig. 14 where
| a⃗0| = 111.6 mm is the magnitude of the nominal Pcal beam
displacement from the center of the test mass and assuming
that the effect of power imbalance on the beam offsets (∆a⃗1
and ∆a⃗2) is minimal, we can write Eq. (2) as
) (
)
(
∆a⃗1 + ∆a⃗2
β−1
a⃗ ≈ a⃗0
+
.
(6)
β+1
2
Using the position of the Pcal center of force, a⃗ , calculated
using Eq. (6) above and the interferometer beam position ⃗b,
we can calculate the upper and lower limits of the uncertainty
associated with the rotation effect, given by ±(|⃗a ||⃗b|)M/I.
Treating this as a Type B uncertainty, the 1-σ uncertainty
can √
be obtained by dividing the range defined by these limits
by 2 3.
Preliminary measurements indicate that the interferometer beam position offsets could be as large as ±13 mm.28
The Pcal beam positions have been estimated using the Pcal
beam localization systems described in Sec. II. However, these
estimates, which require identifying the center of the mirror
surface in images that have poor contrast at the edge of the face
of the optic, have not yet been optimized. Efforts to utilize the
electrostatic actuator electrode pattern on the surface of the
reaction mass that is positioned close to and behind the end
test mass (see Fig. 11), rather than trying to identify the edge
of the face of the test mass, are underway. A rough estimate
of the maximum offset in the positions of the Pcal beams is
±8 mm. Power imbalance also contributes to test mass rotation
(see Eq. (6)). The maximum measured imbalance is 3%.
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TABLE II. Uncertainty in the Pcal induced length modulation x( f ) in
Eq. (1). The power calibration and the rotational effect introduce the most
significant uncertainty. The rotational effect can be minimized by precise
location of the Pcal beams.
Parameter

TABLE III. Photon calibrator excitation frequencies during normal interferometer operations in September 2015. DFT intervals and percentage of available laser power required to generate the excitations with SNR of 100, for the
September 2015 sensitivity and the Advanced LIGO design sensitivity.
Required Pcal power

Relative uncertainty (%)

Laser Power [P]
Angle [cos θ]
Mass of test mass [M]
⃗
Rotation [(⃗
a · b)M
/I ]

0.57
0.07
0.005
0.40

Overall

0.75

Using these estimates of interferometer and Pcal beam
offsets, the maximum relative uncertainty introduced by
rotation effects (see Eq. (1)) is ±0.70%. Treating this as a
Type B uncertainty, the estimated 1-σ relative uncertainty due
to rotation effects is 0.40%. This uncertainty can be reduced
by positioning the Pcal beams more accurately.
Assuming negligible covariance between the components
of the statistical uncertainty estimate, we combine the factors
described above and listed in Table II in quadrature. The
estimated overall 1-σ relative uncertainty in the Pcal-induced
displacement of the test mass is 0.75%.
A potential source of significant systematic uncertainty,
especially at frequencies above ∼2 kHz, is the bulk elastic
deformation described in Sec. II. Uncertainty due to this effect
is not included in the analysis presented here. However, it is
being investigated and will be reported in future publications.

Frequency
(Hz)
36.7
331.9
1083.7
3001.3

DFT Length
(sec)

September 2015
sensitivity (%)

Design sensitivity
(%)

10
10
60
3600

0.3
10
77
200

0.1
4
24
50

pulsars) and to most effectively determine key interferometer
parameters while avoiding the most sensitive region of the
detection band.
Table III also lists the percentage of available Pcal
modulated laser power required to achieve an SNR of 100
with the listed discrete Fourier transform (DFT) time for each
excitation. The three lowest frequency lines are generated
using the Pcal system at one end station. The 3 kHz line
is generated using the Pcal system at the other end station and
consumes more than half of the available modulated power to
achieve an SNR of 100 with DFTs of 1 h at design sensitivity.
DFTs of more than 4 h duration were required to reach this
SNR with the September 2015 sensitivity.
The amplitude of the laser power modulation required to
induce a length modulation with a desired SNR is given by
P( f i ) =

V. APPLICATION

During normal interferometer operations, the Pcal systems at the ends of both arms operate continuously, injecting
Pcal excitations at discrete frequencies, to support the calibration of the interferometer output signals. They are also
periodically used to measure detector parameters—sensing
function, actuation function, signs, and time delay—that
impact the calibrated output signals. These measurements are
used to improve the calibration accuracy. Details of the photon
calibrator measurements and operation are described below.
A. Calibration lines

The excitations induced using the Pcals are also referred to
as Calibration Lines. The nominal frequencies and amplitudes
of these Pcal excitations are listed in Table III. The two
lowest frequency excitations, near 37 and 332 Hz, are used
in both the output signal calibration process and for tracking
slow temporal variations. Applying corrections for these slow
temporal variations improves calibration accuracy.29 The SNR
of approximately 100 is required to enable calibration at
the one percent level with 10-s integration intervals. The
excitations near 1.1 kHz and 3 kHz are used to investigate the
accuracy of the calibration at higher frequencies using longer
integration times. The excitation frequencies were chosen to
avoid known potential sources of gravitational wave signals
(rapidly rotating neutron stars observed electromagnetically as

c
∆L( f i ) SNR( f i )
,
√
2 cos θ S( f i )
T

(7)

where f i is the modulation frequency, ∆L( f i ) is the amplitude
spectral density of the interferometer sensitivity noise floor,
and T is the measurement integration time.
For the Advanced LIGO Pcals, the amplitude spectral
density of the maximum modulated displacement that can
be achieved using all of the available Pcal laser power is
plotted in Fig. 15 for a 10-s integration interval. It falls
as 1/ f 2 due√to the force-to-displacement response
√ from
1 × 10−14 m/ Hz at 20 Hz to below 2 × 10−19 m/ Hz at
5 kHz. Fig. 15 also shows the displacements induced by the
Pcal excitation and the interferometer noise floor. Finally,
the requirement for the maximum unwanted Pcal-induced
displacement noise, one tenth of the design sensitivity noise
floor, is plotted. As the interferometer sensitivity improves and
the noise floor approaches the design levels, the amplitude of
the Pcal excitations can be reduced proportionately, reducing
the laser power required and therefore the level of unwanted
displacement noise.
Pcal excitations are also used to monitor slow temporal
variations in the response of the interferometers to differential
length variations. The frequencies of the excitations were
selected in order to optimize this capability. The slow variations in the interferometer calibration, measured using a Pcal
line near 332 Hz, over an eight day period in September 2015
are shown in Fig. 16. The slow variations in the calibrated
output signal are as large as 3%. Also shown in Fig. 16 are
the calibration data that were corrected for the observed slow
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FIG. 15. Maximum modulated displacement using all of the available photon calibrator power at one frequency (red). Pcal-induced displacements in
September 2015 (blue) along with the September 2015 sensitivity noise floor
(black) with a 10 s integration time. The gray curve is the maximum allowed
unintended displacement noise, one tenth of the design sensitivity noise floor.

variations using calibration parameters calculated using the
Pcal excitations.29 Online calculation and compensation for
the time-varying parameters using the Pcal lines are being
implemented for future LIGO observing campaigns.
B. Frequency response measurements

To assess the accuracy of interferometer calibration over
a wide range of frequencies, swept-sine measurements are
made by varying the Pcal laser power modulation frequency
and measuring the complex response of the calibrated
interferometer output signals. These measurements are made
during dedicated calibration interludes, the length of which
are minimized in order to maximize the observing time. Thus,
the Pcal displacement amplitudes must be sufficiently large to
complete the measurements in a relatively short time. Fig. 17
shows a typical transfer function from 20 Hz to 1.2 kHz,
with approximately 60 points. The measurement was made in

FIG. 17. Magnitude and phase of a typical swept-sine measurement of the
transfer function between displacement induced (and calibrated) by the Pcal
and the calibrated output of the interferometer.

approximately 1 h; the measurement statistical uncertainties,
calculated from the coherence of the measurements, are
approximately 1% in amplitude and 1◦ in phase, for frequencies between 30 Hz and 1.2 kHz. The statistical variation are
higher in the band from 20 to 30 Hz due to resonances in the
suspension systems of ancillary interferometer optics.
Rather than injecting Pcal excitations at discrete frequencies, the transfer function can also be measured simultaneously
by injecting a broadband signal. This can potentially make
the calibration comparison process faster and more accurate.
It also has the potential of revealing features in the transfer
function that might be missed in measurements made at only
discrete frequencies. However, this type of measurement is
also limited by the available Pcal laser power. To assess the
feasibility of this method, a broadband signal covering the
30-300 Hz frequency band, band-pass filtered to attenuate it at
higher and lower frequencies, was injected into the Pcal optical
follower servo. Fig. 18 shows the displacement injected by the
Pcal together with the calibrated interferometer output signal
both with and without the Pcal excitation. As the sensitivity of

FIG. 16. Trends of the ratio between the displacement from the calibrated
interferometer output signal and the calculated displacement from the Pcal
power sensor in the receiver module using the excitation at 332 Hz. Blue:
uncorrected data showing the slow temporal variations in the interferometer
FIG. 18. Pcal broadband displacement excitation (black) and the calibrated
parameters. Red: corrected data after applying the calculated time-varying
interferometer output signal both with (red) and without (blue) the Pcal
correction factors.
excitation.
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the interferometers improves, the band over which this method
is useful will increase. No unexpected discrepancies that might
have been missed by the discrete-frequency transfer function
measurement were identified.
C. Differential-mode and common-mode actuation

Normally, the differential length response of the detector
is calibrated using one Pcal system, varying the length of
only one arm. The Advanced LIGO interferometers, however,
have Pcal systems installed at both end stations. They can be
used simultaneously to produce either differential arm length
variations, where the two arms of the interferometer stretch
and contract out of phase or common arm length variations,
where the arms stretch and contract in phase. Comparing
differential and common excitations enables comparing the
relative calibration of the two Pcal systems.
A comparison of differential-mode and common-mode
actuation of the Livingston interferometer using the Pcals
is shown in Fig. 19. Using the receiver module power
sensors, the excitation amplitudes for both Pcal modules were
adjusted to give equal displacement amplitudes according to
the calibration of the power sensors. The relative phase of the
excitations was changed from 0◦ (in phase) to 180◦ (out of
phase) to transition between common and differential actuation. Less than 0.2% of the common-mode motion (within
the measurement uncertainty) was sensed as differential mode
motion by the interferometer. This indicates that the error in the
relative calibration of the two Pcal systems is less than 0.2%.
The ability to vary the amplitude and phase of the
injected length modulations enables high-precision calibration
measurements without inducing large amplitude lines in the
output signal. This can be realized by canceling length
excitations injected by other actuators with Pcal lines injected
with the same frequency and amplitude but 180◦ out of phase.
D. Measuring time delays and signs

Radiation pressure actuation via the Pcals has a simple
phase relationship between the length excitation (modulated

FIG. 20. Interferometer output signal timing measured using Pcal excitations. The least squares fit to the data shows the expected 180◦ phase shift
at low frequency and a delay of 109.2 ± 2.2 µs.

laser power detected by the receiver module power sensor)
and the induced motion of the test mass. For frequencies
much larger than the 1 Hz resonances of the test mass
suspension system, the induced motion of the test mass is
180◦ out of phase with respect to the excitation signal. This
property of Pcal excitations was exploited for the initial LIGO
detectors to investigate the sign of the calibrated interferometer
output signals.30 Confirming the relative signs of the interferometer outputs is crucial for localizing the source of the
detected gravitational waves on the sky using two or more
detectors.
In addition to identifying the sign of signals, by using
multiple excitations we can measure the time delays in the
response of the detectors to motion of the test masses (and
consequently gravitational waves). These delays also impact
the sky localization of GW sources. Previously in LIGO, two
frequencies were used to measure the delays yielding timing
uncertainties on the order of 10 µs.30 With the upgraded
Advanced LIGO Pcal data acquisition and better timing
standards, similar measurements are easily performed at many
frequencies, or even broadband, and achieve measurement
uncertainties of the order a few µs. Fig. 20 shows the results of
signal delay measurements made at frequencies between 100
and 1100 Hz. The straight line fit to the data shows the expected
180◦ relative phase at lower frequencies and a time delay of
109.2 ± 2.2 µs. This delay arises from the combination of the
effects of digital data acquisition (76 µs), analog electronics
(20 µs), and light travel time in the arm (13 µs). The results
of measurements like these are used to model the response of
the interferometer to gravitational waves.4

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The Advanced LIGO photon calibrators incorporate a
number of upgrades that make them suitable for second
generation gravitational wave detectors. These include higher
power lasers, low-loss vacuum windows, beam relay periscopes, optical follower servos, beam localization cameras,
and receiver modules that capture the laser light reflected
from the test masses. One Pcal system is installed at each end

FIG. 19. Measurement using the Pcal modules at both end stations to induce
the equal-amplitude modulation of the positions of the test masses (overlapping gray and black) in common mode (red), 0◦ relative phase, and differential
mode (blue), 180◦ relative phase.
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station. This enhances reliability by providing redundancy and
provides additional actuation capabilities including increased
range and the ability to make coordinated excitations.
The Pcal systems are now the primary calibration
reference for the Advanced LIGO detectors, providing an
overall system uncertainty of 0.75%. They are being used
to track slow temporal variations in interferometer parameters
that include optical gain, coupled-cavity pole frequency, and
actuation strength. The resulting correction factors are being
used to reduce errors in the calibrated interferometer output
signals.
Application of the photon calibrators is expanding to
include injection of simulated gravitational wave signals in
order to test the computer codes that search for signals in the
LIGO data streams.31 Future uses may include actuation of
the differential length degree of freedom to potentially reduce
actuation drifts and noise and increase actuation range.32
As the Advanced LIGO sensitivity improves, and therefore
the rate of detection of gravitational wave signals increases,
better interferometer calibration accuracy and precision will be
required in order to optimally extract source information from
the signals. The photon calibrator systems are playing a key
role in the ongoing efforts to reduce calibration uncertainties.
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